
PL Line Waterless Cookware

ENERGY EFFICIENT • T304 STAINLESS STEEL • LIFETIME GUARANTEED

NUTRITIONAL FOOD PREPARATION

Multi-layers of heat conducting metals spread heat quickly and evenly 

eliminating the need for oil. A vapor seal creates a vacuum in each pan and 

eliminates the need for excess water as well. Foods prepared the waterless, 
low-temperature way retain more vitamins and minerals.

There is only a 2% average mineral loss with the waterless cooking method – 

up to 20 times the retention of vitamins, nutrients and minerals versus 
traditional cooking methods.



Classic Set 

Chef Set



Home Maker Set



Family Set



Gourmet Set



The semi-vacuum lid is 
constructed to insure a 
perfect fit.

The condensation groove 
collects air and water to 
create an almost air tight 
seal.

This eliminates evaporation 
and unpleasant cooking 
odors all while retaining 
precious nutrients.

In music, tri-tone refers to a 
chord comprised of three 
whole tones.

With PL cookware the Tri-
Tone Whistle® creates a 
different kind of harmony:
time, money, health.

When the desired 
temperature is reached, the 
Tri-Tone Whistle® alerts you 
to turn off the heat. There is 
no need to lift the lid or stir 
the food to prevent scorching 
or burning.

STAY COOL
ERGONOMIC

HANDLES

TRI-TONE
WHISTLE VENT

CONDENSING
GROOVE AND

SEMI-VACUUM LID

These durable welded 
handles with flame 
guards, makes for a 
more solid hold.

The units are 
comfortable to carry, 
since the handles do 
not heat up

The special PentaCore 
Compact Base, with 
the force of 1600 tons, 
becomes inseparably 
adhered to the  1.2mm 
thick body made out of 
several light-metal 
layers.

This allows for high 
energy efficiency, while 
quickly and evenly 
spreading heat over the 
entire surface.

PENTACORE



THE STOCK POT COLLECTION

Made of heavy gauge T-304 Surgical Stainless Steel, these large stock pots dare you 
to try and fill them up.

Mirror finish exterior and satin finish interior for beauty and easy cleanup.
The phenolic handles are resistant to heat, cold and detergents.

14” Over-sized Skillet w/ Inset

For the meal that needs a bigger
skillet, you’ll need this oversized
beauty. This large 14-1/4”

diameter is 4-3/8” deep. Perfect

for Chili’s, Roasts, Chickens

or Stews!

16 qt Stockpot with Steam

Ventilation Knob

The riveted phenolic handles
are resistant to heat, cold

and detergents. Mirror finish

outside and satin finish inside
for beauty and easy cleanup.

Perfect for chili, roasts,
chickens, or stews.

Ask about our 42 qt, 
65 qt, and 103 qt 
Stockpot Giants!



THE STOCK POT COLLECTION
…Continued

24 qt Stockpot with Steam Ventilation Knob
Made of heavy gauge surgical stainless steel, 
this large stock pot dares you to try to fill it up. 

And best of all, you can steam cook with 

minimum water. The deep steamer basket will 
hold a colorful bouquet of vegetables or fish for 

steaming.

30 qt Stockpot with Steam Ventilation Knob

This highly polished large stock pot lets

you steam cook with minimum water. The
steamer basket will hold a colorful bouquet of
vegetables or fish for steaming.



COOKING ACCESSORIES

Heavy Gauge Round Griddle
features a 12-element surgical stainless
steel griddle with high dome lid, two

helper handles, and mirror polish exterior.

Measures 13-¼” in diameter.

6 PC Gourmet Skillet Set with covers

A great compliment to your sets is this 6-piece 
Stainless Steel Gourmet Skillet Set with Steam 

Control Knobs. The set consists of three pans and 

three lids. This set has a 9-element, extra heavy 

gauge surgical stainless steel construction which 
allows the heat to spread quickly and evenly, and the

steam control valve makes waterless cooking easier 

than ever. You will cook healthier than you ever
have before with these pans because the construction 

reduces and often eliminates the need for grease or 
oil in cooking.



COOKING ACCESSORIES
…Continued

T-304 Stainless Multi-Baker/Roaster with Wire 

Rack

Bake a roast on the stove top to save energy and 

reduce heat buildup in your kitchen. Goes from 
the oven or stovetop, to the table, to the 

refrigerator!

Paella Pan
This 4-in-1 pan is a kitchen imperative. 

The same pan is used for everything 

from griddling breakfast pancakes, to 

grilling up burgers, and crafting the 
perfect paella, too. You’ll find yourself 

using it on a daily basis. Features heavy 

duty forged handles; heavy capsule
bottom for even heat distribution and

durability; and mirror finish.



THE ELECTRIC COLLECTION

12 “ Deep Electric Skillet/Slow Cooker
This surgical stainless steel electric 
skillet, slow cooker features a 120v, 

1500 watt on/ off power cord, 

temperature control, cover with steam
release vent, fully rolled edge, riveted 

handles, and mirror finish exterior and 

interior.
Measures 12in x 7-1/4in.

3.5qt T304 Stainless Steel Oil Core Skillet

This 120V, 1300 watt, 3-ply skillet features 

low-dome cover; stay-cool handles and 

knobs; and beautiful, durable mirror finish. 
The unique oil core liquid is sealed between 

layers of heavy-gauge stainless steel.

Our superior design helps you to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle through waterless, 

greaseless cooking. 12-1/4” exterior 
diameter, 11” interior diameter.  UL listed



THE ELECTRIC COLLECTION …Continued

3 in 1 cooker
Pressure Cooker – Slow Cooker – Rice Cooker

6.3qt (6L) Electric Pressure Cooker

Busy households can’t afford to be without this 

indispensable appliance.

This 6.3qt (6L) capacity electric pressure cooker 
features: programmable digital controls; 304 

stainless steel, nonstick inner pot; locking lid with 

cool touch handles; plus measuring cup and 
spoon.

PL Food and Vegetable cutter

Features 5 stainless cutting cones.

Shredding: cheese – coconut – crackers
Stringer: shoestring potatoes – onions – apples

French Fryer: potatoes – fruits – carrots

Slicer: cabbage – carrots – potatoes

Waffler: bananas – potatoes - zucchini


